Economy, optimum
for all

An optimum
travel experience
In the new Economy cabin, adults and children can enjoy the essentials of Air France
service on board long-haul flights more than ever. Through attention to detail and
pleasure, the company has fully revised its seat and cabin to guarantee each customer
optimum comfort throughout their trip.

Innovation
Before designing this new Economy seat, Air France consulted its customers in order to
offer a product in line with their expectations. Manufactured by Zodiac, the new Economy
long-haul cabin offers passengers the essentials of Air France service more than ever at
attractive fares.

Relaxation
The Economy seat features a new seat pan and seatback and new seat cushions.
Wide soft headrests, which can be raised with movable wings, can be adjusted to
suit individual tastes. The seat armrests are fully adjustable and blend into the
seatback, facilitating customers’ access and ensuring greater comfort.
Each seat discreetly features delicate red overstitching symbolic of the Company’s
colours. A fleece blanket, headphones, refreshing towelette and eye-mask also
contribute to the customers’ well-being.

Additional leg room and an adjustable headrest

Entertainment
Entertainment occupies an important place in the new Economy cabins. There are
wide touch screens with high definition images measuring 11 inches. More than
1,200 hours of programming on demand are on offer, available from boarding up
through arrival at the destination airport.

Individual touch screens for everyone

Freedom of choice
On its long-haul flights, Air France offers a complete upgraded meal service*. Starting
with the aperitif, champagne, wine, and other drinks are served to passengers, along with
crackers. They are then offered the choice between two hot dishes, along with an appetizer
and dessert.
For additional gourmet pleasure, the company offers four A la Carte Menus in Economy
class on departure from Paris – le marché de Jean Imbert, the Lenôtre selection, Ocean
and Tradition menus.
*Offer available on practically all long-haul flights and partially available on flights to Bangkok, Cancun, Montreal, the
Caribbean and the Indian Ocean.

Fun and games
On the menu for babies from 6 to 24 months, a balanced meal for
babies comprises a jar of savory baby food, an organic dessert, milk
and finger biscuits.
Young travelers aged 2 to 8 are served a salad, casserole, bread,
apple juice and various other treats. From 9 to 11 years old, a
menu consisting of organic products is available on request, at
least 24 hours prior to departure.
For the company’s young passengers, Eugeni Quitlet has designed
a colourful, fun and practical tableware range.
To entertain children, there are new games kits for 5 to 8 year olds
and 9 to 12 year olds. For babies and toddlers, Air France offers
bibs and teddy bears during the flight.

Air France delights its youngest passengers from 6 months up to the age of 11
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* On board the Boeing 787
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